
Long-Arrow-Right                Effective pain relief of neck, 
 shoulders and back 

Long-Arrow-Right                Soothes & comforts sore 
 aching muscles

Long-Arrow-Right                Ideal for post exercise regeneration
 and the recovery of strains

Long-Arrow-Right                Long-lasting warmth 
 for up to 8 hours

Long-Arrow-Right                Stimulates blood circulation

SANAVITA THERAPEUTIC 
HEAT PRODUCTS

www.sanavita.net

Competence in OTC Products

Additional product
Wellness patches against cold feet



Product Description 
Therapeutic Heat products are self-heating devices which contain activated carbon and iron powder. 
Upon exposure to oxygen the devices are activated and start to warm up.

Product Properties
Therapeutic Heat products include non-irritating patches for direct skin application. These patches 
provide constant and long-lasting heat to soothe and comfort sore aching muscles. Flexible on the skin, 
Therapeutic Heat products allow free movement at good adherence.

Thermo-Therapy is a common medical treatment to soothe muscular pain. It is especially used for 
rehabilitation purposes in case of musculoskeletal system diseases, e. g. chronic pain of shoulders,  
back or neck muscles. In such cases heat treatment improves blood circulation and supports the  
muscle relaxation.

Product Information

Formats and Components*

SANAVITA Heat Plaster
Long-Arrow-Right Therapeutic Heat for Muscular Pain

Long-Arrow-Right Soothing heat for 8 hours

Long-Arrow-Right	 Effective	pain	relief	for	shoulder,	neck	and	lower	back

Long-Arrow-Right Skin-friendly (EN ISO 10993-10)

Long-Arrow-Right Plaster sizes: 10 x 13 cm and 28,5 x 8,5 cm

SANAVITA Foot Warming Pads
Long-Arrow-Right Relaxation and  wellbeing

Long-Arrow-Right Soothing heat for 6 hours

Long-Arrow-Right For warm feet

Long-Arrow-Right Ideal for all outdoor activities like skiing, hiking, hunting, sliding

Long-Arrow-Right 1 Pair (2 pads of 9,5 x 7 cm)

* Available configurations upon request.
 Different sizes for specialized treatments can be developed upon request.

As complementary products to our Heat Therapy portfolio, we offer wellness patches, such as
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Therapeutic Heat products are certified as medical devices class II a.

Sanavita Pharmaceuticals GmbH
Spaldingstraße 110B • 20097 Hamburg-Germany


